Hiking Pass Escapardenne
REGULATION
By acquiring the starting documents the participant recognizes the guidelines of the
Luxembourg Hiking Federation IVV and the conditions of this regulation. Participation takes
place at your own risk.
Start and/or finish: Ettelbruck - Tourist-Information; La Roche-en-Ardenne - TouristInformation
Starting times: All year; during the winter months as well as during hunting periods partly
closure possible. Please inform you about the conditions of your respective stage before the
start.
Starting fee: 15.00 € per participant, including hiking pass, IVV-stamps, certificate, fabric
patch and return postage if necessary.
Hiking Pass: The pass can be purchased either at the Tourist-Information at the start / finish
(all year within opening hours), or per post by transfer of the starting fee of 15.00 €/p.p. to the
bank account of the Luxembourg Hiking Federation CCPL IBAN LU90 1111 0469 4089 0000
– BIC CCPLLULL
Time limit: Unlimited
Length of the trail: 159 km in total. The indicated sections are NOT given day stages. The
route can be completed in both directions, as a whole or as individual sections that correspond
to the personal wishes as well as to the condition of the hikers.
Start and destination of the sections: It is recommended to take a snack or drink in the
restaurants / hotels (check points). Accommodation is possible at the beginning and at the end
of each stage. It is advisable to book accommodation in advance. All starting points are
accessible by car or public transport. If required, it is possible to book baggage and person
transport via various tour operators.
Insurance: There is no additional accident insurance for participants with a hiking pass.
Inspection points: The hiking pass has to be carried along on the route and presented in the
guest houses or hotels for identification.
IVV Valuation: The IVV valuation-stamp is only issued once the route has been completed
and only if the passport and the value booklet are identical and all checkpoints are stamped.
The event will be evaluated according to the guidelines of the international sporting badge.
Participants with several passports are rejected. The IVV valuation-stamp is issued exclusively
in related valuation documents.
The actual kilometers traveled are recorded in the IVV-valuation booklet (kilometer rating),
for the total distance: 159 km. One participation is registered in the IVV-valuation booklet
(participation rating) for each hiked stage of the course, so 8 participations in total.
Honors: After presentation of the properly stamped hiking pass the hiker can be given a
certificate and a fabric patch at the start and finish points in Ettelbruck and La Roche-enArdennes.
Besides, you can send the completed passport to the administration of the Luxembourg Hiking
Association who will gladlys send the items on postal way. The starting fee will not be
refunded if the conditions are not met.
Important note: Please throw your litter into the designated containers. Dogs are to be held
on the leash. Smoking in the forest is not allowed.

